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An upper bound of d Z' with x = n(log 3)/(log 4) is given for the generators of the module of
the relations (syzygies) between a finite set of polynomials in n variables , of degree at most
d, over a field.
A similar bound with x = n(log 3)/(log 4)+0(log n) is deduced for a membership relation
between a polynomial and an ideal given by generators.
c. K. Yap (Yap, 1991) proves a very nice lower bound for two ideal theoretic problems,
namely the ideal membership problem and the syzygy basis problem.
It appears from this paper, as well as from Bayer & Stillman (l988), that the best upper
bounds that I know are not well known, even by the specialists of the subject. Thus I
want to recall these bounds, very briefly.
In fact, the bound I knew before writing this paper, was a bound similar to the ones
which appear below with n replaced by n + o(n); I remembered incorrectly that such a
bound was in Lazard (l977), but the asymptotic behaviour was described there in another
way. When deducing from this paper a bound with o(n) notation, I discovered that, an
exact bound was true, which appears below.
Let fo,!J, .. . ,lk be polynomials of degree at most d in n variables over a field. As
Yap does, let us denote the least integer by S(n, d), such that the module of the relations
between the}; (syzygies) is generated by the relations of degree at most S(n, d) (indepen-
dently of the particular choice of the };) . Similarly, I(n, d) is the least integer such that,
if fo is in the ideal generated bY!J, . . . .Jk' then fo =fJgJ + .. . +f~k with the gj of degree
at most I(n, d).
THEOREM 1. If exp2(d, x) = d 2' , then
S(n, d)SexP2( d, n ::;~)
and
(
log3 )I(n, d) S exp2 d, 11--+0(lOg n) .
log4
The first result is almost proved in Lazard (1977), and is the special case of Theorem
2, below, corresponding to t = 1.
The second result is an easy consequence of the first, by mean ofeffective Nullstellensatz:
the membership relation is a syzygy relation with 1 as coefficient of fo; thus, finding a
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membership relation is equivalent with finding 1 as a linear combination of the coefficients
of fo in the generators of the module of syzygies. Effective Nullstellensatz (Brownawell,
1987 or Kollar, 1988) asserts that it is possible in degree 5(n, d)". The result now follows
from the easy following relation which is a surprise for most people which have never
seen it:
exp2(d, x)" = exp2(d, X+log, n).
THEOREM 2. Let us consider al./z l+... + ak,lzk = 0 for i = 1, ... ,t, a linear system of t
equations in the ring of polynomials in n variables, with the coefficients a/.J of degree at
most d.
Let 5(n, d, r) be the least integer such that the module of the solutions (in the polynomial
ring) of such a system is generated by the solutions such that each Zj is of degree at most
st», d, t).
3 0 /2Then Sin, d, t):s (dt) .
REMARK. This bound is certainly not sharp for low values of n, but the explicit bound
recalled below for n:S 2 is sharp. For n = 3, 4 a bound Stn, d, t):s O«dt)"-I) is given in
Lazard (1977), with explicit values for the constant and the terms of lower degree.
Above bound does not depend on k: This may be explained by the fact that such a
bound depends on the module defined by the aJ.l more than on the aj,i themselves; when
t = 1, this module is an ideal and k is its number of generators which is not a good
invariant for an ideal.
PROOF. In Lazard (1977) the following facts are proved: 5(1, d, t):s dt (proposition 4);
5(2, d, t):s dt+d -inf(d, 2) (proposition 5) and Sin, d, t):s td +d -2+5(n -2, d, t') with
t'=d2t(t2+4t+3)/2-(dt2+dt)/2 ("Iemme 4"). This result is obtained by eliminating
two variables as Hermann (1926) eliminates one variable. Such a double elimination
works because an ideal in two variables becomes Cohen-Macaulay if divided by its GCD.
However, this has to be used not only for ideals but also for modules. The way of using-
this fact passes by computing the homology ofa Koszul complex or of some generalization
of it. Moreover a lot of technicalities are needed which makes the proof too long to be
given again here.
If d =0, the result follows easily from the fact that Cramer rules apply. If d = t =1,
by linear changes on the variables Xi and linear operations on the unknown Zj, the equation
may be rewritten XI ZI + . . .+ XhZh + CZh+1 with C =0 or 1; the result follows from the fact
that for such an equation, the module of the solutions is generated by the trivial ones.
Thus we may suppose dt 2: 2. With this hypothesis, the following facts are easy con-
sequences of above inequalities and prove the theorem, which is the last fact.
3(0-1)/2
Sin, d, t):s (dt) for n:S 2.
If t 2: 5 and Stn -2, d, t):s (dt)'" for some a, then
Stn, d, t):s dt+d -2+(dt,)a:s (dt+d -2+dt')"':s (dt)3"'.
If t < 5, and Sin -2, d, t):s (dt)U for some a, the same argument gives Sin, d, t):S (dt)~a.
If dt 2: 2 then t ' 2: 5 and t' 2: t.
• 3 (11-1 )/2 3 "/ 2
Ifn >2 then, by recursion on n, we get 5(n-2, d, t'):s (dt) and Stn, d, t):s(dt) ,
because 5 < 33/2 .
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REMARK. The same bound as for ideal membership applies, with a different proof, for
other problems on ideals: degree of Grabner bases for degree reverse lexicographical
ordering and generic (projective) coordinates; Hilbert regularity of a homogeneous ideal
(this is the degree from which the Hilbert function becomes polynomial). See Giusti
(1984), sections 2.12 and 2.13.
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